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Malta’s Grand Harbour into
Valletta provides access to
cruise ships. Passengers are
greeted in this group of islands
in the central Mediterranean
with a view of ancient cream-

Arecont Vision Cameras Watch Cruise Ships
Port in Historic Malta
H.264 Megapixel Models Provide High Resolu on With Bandwidth And Storage Eﬃciencies

colored buildings along twisting streets and hillsides, with
limestone battlements, crenellated castles and ancient forts
still guarding the harbor entrance, all reflecting 7,000 years
of the islands’ sometimes turbulent history. Today, the Valletta
waterfront combines state-ofthe-art sea passenger terminal
facilities with shopping, dining
and entertainment venues. It’s a
24-hour destination that is consistently teeming with activity,
and hundreds of thousands of
cruise passengers from around
the world visit every year.

CHALLENGE
The complexity of the existing
infrastructure, weather conditions and sheer scale of the
overall installation were a significant challenge for securing
the port and its surrounding
areas.
A facility big enough to accommodate large ocean liners

The challenging layout and architecture of the Valetta Cruise Ship Terminal led The Alberta Group to turn to multi-megapixel security camera solutions from Arecont Vision.

MEGAPIXEL SOLUTION
A recent upgrade to the terminal’s surveillance system included installation of 50
megapixel cameras from Arecont Vision, the
first and largest installation of 5 Megapixel
cameras in the Maltese Islands. The 3.0 megapixel cameras utilized in this installation send
video along an information network -- providing greater resolution than images from
conventional network cameras. In fact, the
3.0 megapixel cameras provide images with 10
times the resolution of standard VGA network

obviously needs expansive video coverage, but the superior

AV3100 3 Megapixel IP Camera

resolution provided by Arecont

Key Features

Vision cameras enables fewer
cameras to cover very large areas. Surveillance operators at
the cruise terminal can zoom in
– live or even on archived video
– and see the details of various
areas in an image while still preserving the full image.

• 2048(H) x 1536(V)
• 15 fps @ 2048(H)x1536 (V)
• MoƟon JPEG
• 0.2 Lux @ F1.4
• Day/Night (DN) & Auto Iris (AI)
Versions
• 8 non-idenƟcal mulƟ-streams
• MoƟon detecƟon
• Forensic Zooming

cameras. Full-motion high-definition digital
video combines superior image quality with
manageable bandwidth and storage requirements.
The system was installed by Alberta
Group, Malta’s leading provider of fire, safety
and security systems. Alberta specializes in
custom solutions to resolve their customers’
specific problems and to decrease customers’
exposure to risk.
Arecont Vision’s MegaVideo® technology
enables coverage of large areas with extreme
detail. The Arecont Vision AV3100 provides
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image processing at billions of operations per second and can
output multiple image formats to allow simultaneous viewing of
the full resolution field of view and regions of interest. The cameras provide four times the resolution of standard IP cameras
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with the ability to output full real-time frame rates. The 3 megapixel Arecont Vision AV3100 cameras used at the cruise ship terminal in Malta provide 2048x1536-pixel progressive scan images
at 15 frames per second.
“Alberta invests a great deal of money and resources into developing and evaluating the best technological advances to provide
superior performance to our customers,” said Karim Cassar, Alberta’s Technical Research Executive. “Arecont Vision’s megapixel cameras fit perfectly into our technology-centric approach to
the market, as demonstrated by their performance in our installation at the cruise ship terminal in Valletta.”

MEGAPIXEL BENEFIT
The cruise ship at Valletta deployed the latest megapixel
camera technology from Arecont Vision to secure its port and
surrounding tourist areas. The system deployed delivers wide
area video coverage with superior resolution and cost-efficiency.
With the new system, surveillance operators can zoom in on live
or recorded video to see detailed images of any scene.
“Arecont Vision cameras provide unparalleled image quality and
resolution for applications world-wide, and their ability to boost

“

Arecont Vision cameras provide unparalleled
image quality and resolution for applications worldwide, and their ability to boost image resolution
without taxing bandwidth or storage resources is
documented at the cruise terminal in Malta

”

Multi-megapixel cameras from Arecont Vision help keep a watchful
eye over the daily traffic at Malta’s busy Valetta cruise ship termnal.

image resolution without taxing bandwidth or storage resources
is documented at the cruise terminal in Malta,” said Steven Sarfati, Senior Vice President of International Sales at Arecont Vision.
“As throngs of passengers travel through the terminal on their
way to an historic experience in Malta, Arecont Vision cameras
will be keeping a watchful eye with HD resolution.”

Arecont Vision is the leading manufacturer of high-performance megapixel IP cameras and associated soŌware. Arecont Vision products are made
in the USA and feature low-cost massively parallel image processing architectures MegaVideo® and SurroundVideo® that represent a drasƟc departure from tradiƟonal analog and network camera designs. All-in-one
products such as MegaDome® and MegaView™ provide installer friendly
soluƟons. Compact JPEG and H.264 series of cameras address cost sensiƟve applicaƟons. These innovaƟve technologies enable Arecont Vision to
deliver mulƟ-megapixel digital video at IP VGA camera price points.
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